Together, telecom workers are
standing up against a corporate
giant. As union members, this is
our specialty.
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We have strength in numbers.
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What we’re fighting for:
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Jobs in the telco sector should be reliable, fulfilling careers. It’s not
too much to ask. We work in an innovative and challenging industry,
and as workers, we deserve to be excited about new technology,
not punished as a result of it. Jobs in this sector should be good
jobs, where good mental health is supported, without penalties for
belonging to a union or other attempts to erode the quality and
quantity of full time jobs at Bell and Bell subsidiaries.
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How we’ll get it done:
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Growing good jobs means drawing a line in the sand with Bell,
demanding better workplaces and fighting back on every front.
We’re building activism through bargaining, local campaigns, and
national efforts like Unifor’s fightback against the outsourcing of
Wireless to the Home.
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We took a huge step forward by filing a common employer
application with the Canadian Industrial Relations Board (CIRB)
making the case that Expertech is wholly owned and controlled by
Bell Canada.
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As this application moves through the CIRB, we must continue to
pressure Bell every step of the way to make the right decisions.
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That starts by signing up.
Then you’ll get to show up at actions across the country.
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Register at www.bellrealtalk.ca to volunteer for
future events or share your story.
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